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A transverse magnetic field is used to scan the diagonal and off-diagonal susceptibility of the uniaxial
quantum magnet, LiHo0:045Y0:955F4. Clusters of strongly coupled spins act as the primary source for the
response functions, which result from a field-induced quantum projection of the system into a classically
forbidden (meaning non-Ising) regime. Calculations based on spin pairs reproduce only some features of
the data and fail to predict the measured off-diagonal response, providing evidence of a multispin
collective state.
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A basic feature of quantum mechanics is the superposi-
tion of states and the projection of these superpositions into
observable quantities. From the Stern-Gerlach experiment
of 1922, where quantum projection was first demonstrated
with angular momentum states in silver atoms [1], to spin
echoes in nuclear magnetic resonance [2], where a series of
radio frequency pulses induce the precession of nuclear
spins projected into classically inaccessible states, strict
experimental protocols have been derived for quantum
manipulation at the atomic level. For quantum information
purposes, it would be advantageous to extend these tech-
niques to coherent clusters of atoms and to explore such
effects in solids. In this Letter, we pioneer measurements of
the off-diagonal susceptibility to observe quantum mixing
effects in a uniaxial magnetic salt, where we are able to
rotate clusters of spins into a classically forbidden (mean-
ing non-Ising) state, transverse to the spin axis. The spins
can be manipulated by a combination of ac and dc mag-
netic fields, detected by a multiaxis susceptometer, and
parsed for their quantum-mechanical (xy) or classical (po-
larized along z, the Ising axis) nature by sweeping trans-
verse magnetic field or temperature, respectively. Our
technique takes full advantage of the tensor nature of the
magnetic susceptibility, revealing the fundamental role
played by the off-diagonal terms [3] in the Hamiltonian.
Comparison of the results with calculations including only
single ions and pairs of ions shows that the off-diagonal
response is not only large, but that it also displays the
characteristics of a quantum spin liquid [3].
The results of the technique depend crucially on two
properties of our system: (i) the ability to introduce quan-
tum mechanics via a controllable, external tuning parame-
ter, and (ii) the predilection of disorder to form spin
clusters that may occur rarely but can dominate the phys-
ics. In particular, the random distribution of magnetic Ho
ions in the diluted, spin-1=2 Ising system LiHo0:045Y0:955F4
gives rise to regions where the local density of Ho is
comparable to that of the pure compound, and hence are
locally ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic depending on
the displacement between nearest neighbors. The Ising
spins are constrained to point up or down along the crys-
tallographic c axis, and can be controllably mixed with the
application of a magnetic field Ht transverse to the c (Ising)
axis. The symmetry of the ground-state doublet is then
broken, not via a simple classical change in the relative
occupancy of states as would result from the application of
a longitudinal field, but via the creation of a ground state
which is a quantum-mechanical admixture of up and down
spins. Under proper initial conditions, it is then possible to
project the net magnetic response of the system into the
plane transverse to the Ising axis.
The parent compound, LiHoF4, is a dipolar-coupled
Ising ferromagnet with a Curie temperature TC  1:53 K
[4]. The full Hamiltonian for the system includes crystal
field, hyperfine, and dipolar and exchange interactions
between the moments on the Ho3 ions. In the limit where
the hyperfine and off-diagonal dipolar interactions are
ignored, the effective Hamiltonian for the system is then
H  Pi;jJijzizj  Pixi , where Jij is a dipole-dipole
interaction operator and  is the magnetic field-induced
splitting energy of the ground-state doublet. For Ht <
10 kOe,  / H2T [5].
The magnetic ground state of LiHoF4 is extremely sen-
sitive to substitution of nonmagnetic Y for the magnetic Ho
ions, moving successively from disordered ferromagnet to
spin glass to spin liquid with decreasing x [6]. We focus
here on the spin liquid (antiglass) in LiHo0:045Y0:955F4, and
map out the spin dynamics using a combination of non-
linear magnetic susceptibility along the Ising axis and
linear measurements of multiple components of the sus-
ceptibility tensor. The full vector magnetization can be
written as an expansion of susceptibilities about H  0,
including nonlinear contributions:
 Ml  1;0l hl  3;0l h3l  1;2l hlh2t     ;
Mt  0;1t ht  0;3t h3t  2;1t h2l ht     :
(1)
In this experiment, the ac probe fields are always applied
along the longitudinal (Ising) axis, but we probe the full
tensor susceptibility, ij  @Mi=@hj at a finite static field.
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The off-diagonal element t  @Mt=@hl of this finite-field
susceptibility has leading term 22;1t hlht.
Previous studies of the dynamics [6,7] have observed a
continuum of excitations corresponding to a set of individ-
ual oscillators spread throughout the crystal. That this is an
oscillator continuum rather than a relaxation spectrum was
derived from hole burning, a technique commonly applied
in optical spectroscopy, but adapted for audio frequency
characterization of magnetic systems [7]. The frequency-
dependent susceptibility, measured in the presence of an ac
pump, is exemplified in Fig. 1(a), and generally can be
described by a single Fano resonance [8], corresponding to
an oscillator, at the pump frequency, coupled to the bath of
the remaining oscillators. With increasing temperature
[Fig. 1(b)], the linewidth of the resonance increases ex-
ponentially with temperature and coherence is lost. By
contrast, with increasing transverse field at low tempera-
ture [Fig. 1(c)] the linewidth remains constant over the
entire range: the mode remains well defined and coherent
even at effective energies where temperature has
washed out the resonance. Moreover, there is a phase shift
in the nonlinear response at a well-defined crossover field
of Ht  3:5 kOe [Fig. 1(d)], suggesting a quantum-
mechanical level crossing at a discrete value of Ht.
The nonlinear response which undergoes a change at a
discrete value of the transverse field underscores the fun-
damental quantum nature of the system and identifies the
temperatures and transverse fields of interest. We now can
project the collective modes into the plane perpendicular to
the Ising axis and follow two orthogonal components of the
ac magnetic susceptibility tensor simultaneously by using a
multiaxis susceptometer. This unique instrument uses a
solenoid to provide an ac probe field along the Ising axis,
and a pair of nested pickup coils to measure both the
diagonal response along the Ising axis (l  @Ml=@hl 
1;0l  3h2l 3;0l     ) and the off-diagonal response in
the transverse plane (t  @Mt=@hl  22;1t hlht     ).
This off-diagonal response is measured parallel to the large
dc transverse magnetic field Ht.
We plot in Fig. 2 the full complex tensor components l
and t measured at constant temperature as a function of
dc magnetic field. The magnetic field was tilted at an angle
of 0.6	 relative to the transverse plane of the sample,
corresponding to a field along the Ising axis equal to 1%
of the field in the transverse direction. The shape of l
[Fig. 2(a)] is itself remarkable. Instead of simply a speed-
up of the dynamics due to quantum tunneling between the
spin up and spin down (along z) eigenstates, we see what
looks like a spectrum (as a function of Ht), with a gaplike
threshold that becomes progressively better defined on
cooling. The imaginary response, 00l , peaks at the midpoint
of the leading edge of the real component, 0l.
The behavior of the transverse signal, however, is sig-
nificantly different and quantum-mechanical in the sense
that a classical Ising system should not exhibit any trans-
verse response to an excitation field in the longitudinal
direction. The real component of the transverse response
[Fig. 2(b)] has a sharp onset at a well-defined magnetic
field, apparently set by the level crossing shown in Fig. 1
and coincident with the threshold field in 0l. The imagi-
nary component of the transverse susceptibility, 00t , strik-
ingly has features echoing those in the real part of the
longitudinal susceptibility, 0l, displaying a zero crossing
at the threshold field. Both are characterized by larger
transverse fields at lower temperatures, peaking at the
same values of Ht, but reduced in magnitude by 100-
fold. One percent of the spins appear to rotate 90	 in space
while at the same time rotating 90	 in phase.
Inspection of Eq. (1) shows that reversing the direction
of the dc longitudinal bias field by 180	 should shift the
phase of the transverse response by 180	. We see in
Fig. 3(a) exactly such a relationship. With zero longitudi-
nal field, there is no net moment—the number of spin up
clusters balance the number of spin down clusters—and
there is no transverse signal. Adding a field of 50 Oe along
the longitudinal axis produces a strong signal in the trans-
verse plane; changing the polarity of this field reverses the
polarity of the transverse susceptibility. This response
FIG. 1 (color online). Nonlinear magnetic response parallel to
the Ising axis in a pumped spin liquid. (a) Dissipative component
of the longitudinal magnetic response l  @Ml=@hl in the
presence of a 0.45 Oe 202 Hz pump field in the longitudinal
(Ising) direction; f is the frequency difference between the
pump and probe. The integration time for each point ranged from
2000 to 8000 sec, which needs to be included in detailed analysis
of the data within a few mHz of the pump frequency. Curves: fits
to Fano resonance forms. (b) Phase shift of the nonlinear
response as a function of frequency and temperature for trans-
verse field   0. The linewidth increases exponentially with
increasing T. (c) Phase shift of the nonlinear response as a
function of frequency and  at fixed T  100 mK. Here the
linewidth remains unchanged and the resonance maintains co-
herence. An apparent level crossing occurs at  0:1 K (Ht 
4 kOe). (d) Phase shift of the nonlinear response at f 

1 mHz as a function of .
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scales with hl, eventually saturating at jhlj  100 Oe. Our
picture then is that the transverse signal is due to the
polarization of a fraction of the spins by the longitudinal
field, followed by tilting into the plane by the dc transverse
field. As the small longitudinal ac drive field alternately
raises and lowers the projection of the net moment onto the
z axis, the net moment will move along an arc with a
projection onto the transverse plane, and it is this which
gives rise to the off-diagonal response measured via 0t.
This behavior contrasts markedly with the behavior of
isolated Ho3 ions. NMR and SQUID magnetometry of
LiHo0:002Y0:998F4 found strong resonances at a set of lon-
gitudinal fields corresponding to nuclear hyperfine level
crossings in the single-ion energy diagram [9,10]. These
level crossings occur at integer multiples of 230 Oe, sub-
stantially larger than the 50–80 Oe at which the effects
discussed here emerge, and are discrete rather than con-
tinuous. Hence, the observed effects do not appear to
reflect the intrinsic properties of the Ho3 ion, but instead
represent a collective phenomenon.
In order to see this quantitatively, we calculated the
diagonal and off-diagonal response, as shown in Fig. 2.
This calculation involves an exact numerical diagonaliza-
tion of the full microscopic Hamiltonian, incorporating the
intrinsic susceptibility of individual Ho3 ions and nearest-
neighbor pairs (averaged over nearest-neighbor vectors).
Antiferromagmetically coupled pairs exhibit a diagonal
response comparable to what is experimentally observed;
however, such pairs do not dominate the average and so the
pair model fails to capture the suppression of the suscep-
tibility at low transverse fields. In such a pairs-only model
the true transverse susceptibility vanishes due to inversion
symmetry; however, there is a contribution from xx,
sampled through a small tilt in the probe field. This con-
tribution is shown in Fig. 2(b) for a field tilted by 0.6	 in the
transverse direction. The computed result is considerably
smaller than observed and does not properly reproduce the
sharp onset in , suggesting that the transverse response is
dominated by larger clusters of spins. However, the peak in
the transverse response occurs at a similar field scale to that
in the measurements. This characteristic transverse field is
required to break up the antiferromagnetic ordering of a
pair in the basal plane (i.e., along [100]). These discrep-
ancies suggest that the actual behavior is dominated by a
strongly correlated (entangled) state involving multiple
spins, consistent with the zero-field dynamics in the same
material [7]. The ability to see evidence of this entangled
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FIG. 3 (color online). Manipulation of the quantum mechani-
cally projected spin clusters. (a) 00t as a function of transverse
field at T  150 mK with a polarizing field in the longitudinal
(Ising) direction of (i) 50 Oe, (ii) 0 and (iii) 50 Oe. The
projected susceptibility flips 180	 when the polarizing field flips
180	. (b) Schematic showing the field orientations. The vertical
arrows show the direction of the transverse field and the hori-
zontal arrows the longitudinal field. (c) , the difference
between the susceptibility in geometry (ii) and geometry (i),
plotted versus the doublet energy splitting ;  / H2t for small
Ht. The curve is a fit to a Fano resonance, which indicates a
marked decrease in the coupling to the spin bath at the lowest
temperature (see text for details).
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FIG. 2 (color online). Measured and simulated magnetic re-
sponse vs transverse magnetic field at three temperatures with a
polarizing dc longitudinal field (a) Response along longitudinal
(Ising) axis, measuring the diagonal component of the suscepti-
bility tensor (l  @Ml=@hl). (b) Response in transverse plane,
measuring the off-diagonal element hlht2;1t . The imaginary
part of the transverse susceptibility tracks the real part of the
longitudinal susceptibility, demonstrating that approximately 1%
of the spins coherently rotate 90	 in space, 90	 out of phase. For
both (a) and (b), the model curves are a two-ion nearest-neighbor
calculation as described in the text.
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state in the off-diagonal response suggests using this tech-
nique as a spectroscopic probe of the spin-liquid state.
The direct link between the longitudinal and transverse
responses can be illuminated by plotting the difference in
susceptibility  between hl  0 and hl  50 Oe
[Fig. 3(c)]. The 50 Oe longitudinal field acts to decrease
l, accompanied by a proportionate 1% gain in t. This
proportionality provides a direct measurement of the di-
agonal nonlinear susceptibility, 3;0l , and indicates that the
transverse signal arises from a nonlinear excitation initially
present along the Ising axis and subsequently rotated into
the transverse plane by the external magnetic fields.
Additional insight into the nature of the transverse ex-
citations can be found by looking at the imaginary compo-
nent, shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3(c). The observed
line shape can be accurately fit by the dissipative compo-
nent of a Fano resonance [8],
 00T /

qr
2
  Er

2

 Er2 

r
2

2

: (2)
Er, the energy of the resonance, depends strongly on T,
taking values that correspond to the location of the onset of
the transverse 0. As with the pump-probe measurements
shown in Fig. 1, the Fano line shape in the off-diagonal
response suggests that the underlying physical mechanism
again consists of a resonance due to a set of tightly bound
clusters, and coupling between the resonance and the con-
tinuum of excitations in the spin bath the physical origin of
which is most likely the nuclear spin degrees of freedom
[11,12]. The inherent linewidth of the resonance, r, was
found to be approximately 0.25 K, with no significant
variation due to T. By comparison, q, the coupling between
the bath and the resonance is 1.3 at T  0:15 K and T 
0:11 K, falling to 0.8 for T  0:07 K.
The susceptibility from rotations in the transverse plane
represents approximately 1% of the total spectral intensity.
This is of the same order as the spectral intensity lost in the
same material when it is pumped by an oscillatory mag-
netic field large enough to induce hole burning [7]. In order
to test further whether the same coherent spin clusters are
contributing to the nonlinear diagonal and the linear off-
diagonal susceptibilites, we have studied the temperature
dependence of the transverse susceptibility. As shown in
Fig. 4, the transverse response has an onset temperature of
approximately 1.5 K, TC of pure LiHoF4. This onset tem-
perature corresponds to the point where the polarization
energy calculated for a single ion interacting with the
external field matches the thermal energy scale.
We have shown that a combination of longitudinal and
transverse magnetic fields can be used to create excitations
of spin clusters in LiHoxY1xF4. Their temporal evolution
can be controlled [7] by direct analogy to spin echo experi-
ments in nuclear magnetic resonance [13]. In a Heisenberg
spin system, application of a transverse magnetic field
results in the spins continuously rotating towards the field
direction, and the linear response has been used to charac-
terize a wide variety of spin and charge effects in liquids
and in spin ladders [14]. In an Ising spin system, a linear
response away from the longitudinal axis is forbidden, but
higher order terms in the susceptibility can be detected
transverse to the Ising axis following specific protocols.
Accessing this off-diagonal magnetic response and com-
bining it with the addressable nature of the resulting ex-
citations [3] suggests the possibility of selective creation
and projection of mixed states, a proven strategy for ma-
nipulating quantum information [15].
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FIG. 4 (color online). Onset of a transverse susceptibility. 0t,
shown here for Ht  15 kOe, becomes appreciable for T <
1:5 K, where the interaction energy with the external field
becomes comparable with the thermal energy scale. In the
absence of a longitudinal field, 0t vanishes.
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